We assessed the association between depression and sudden cardiac death (SCD) and cardiac events among individuals without baseline coronary heart disease (CHD).
Background
Depression is a risk factor for cardiac events and mortality among those with CHD, possibly from arrhythmia.
Methods
We studied depressive symptoms and a proxy variable for clinical depression consisting of severe symptoms and/or antidepressant medication use and their relationship to cardiac events in the Nurses' Health Study. Questionnaires in 1992, 1996, and 2000 assessed symptoms with the Mental Health Index (MHI-5), and antidepressant use was assessed in 1996 and 2000. Primary end points included SCD, fatal CHD, and nonfatal myocardial infarction.
Results
Among 63,469 women without prior CHD/stroke in 1992, 7.9% had MHI-5 scores Ͻ53, previously found to predict clinical depression. Depressive symptoms were associated with CHD events, and the relationship was strongest for fatal CHD, where the association remained significant even after controlling for CHD risk factors (hazard ratio [HR]: 1.49; 95% confidence interval [CI]: 1.11 to 2.00 for MHI-5 score Ͻ53). In models from 1996 onward, our proxy variable for clinical depression was most associated with SCD in multivariable models (HR: 2.33, 95% CI: 1.47 to 3.70), and this risk was primarily due to a specific relationship between antidepressant use and SCD (HR: 3.34, 95% CI: 2.03 to 5.50).
Conclusions
In this cohort of women without baseline CHD, depressive symptoms were associated with fatal CHD, and a measure of clinical depression including antidepressant use was specifically associated with SCD. Although antidepressant use might be a marker of worse depression, its specific association with SCD merits further study. (J Am Coll Cardiol 2009;53:950-8) © 2009 by the American College of Cardiology Foundation Depression has been identified as a possible risk factor for an adverse prognosis and reduced survival after myocardial infarction (MI) (1), and several studies have suggested that this poor prognosis might be due to an arrhythmic mechanism (2) (3) (4) . Abnormalities in heart rate variability, levels of inflammatory biomarkers, platelet activation, omega-3 fatty acid levels, and plasma norepinephrine have been identified as potential mediators of this adverse prognosis (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) .
Although depression seems to be a marker of increased risk after MI, it is currently unclear whether depression can be considered an independent risk factor (11) or whether treatment lowers this risk. The largest randomized trial thus far, the ENRICHD (Enhancing Recovery in Coronary Heart Disease Patients) trial, did not show improvement in death or recurrent MI among post-MI patients treated with a strategy of cognitive behavior therapy and selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) (12) .
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The relationship between depression and coronary heart disease (CHD) incidence is even less certain, with fewer observational studies reporting positive associations (1) and no randomized treatment trials. Also, there has been no large prospective assessment of depression and sudden cardiac death (SCD) risk among individuals without preexisting CHD. The Nurses' Health Study presented a unique opportunity to analyze the prospective relationship between depression and risk of SCD and other cardiac events, while controlling for updated traditional and nontraditional CHD risk factors, in a large cohort of women without baseline CHD.
Methods
The Nurses' Health Study cohort. The Nurses' Health Study began in 1976 when 121,701 female registered nurses, ages 30 to 55 years, completed a questionnaire about their medical history, CHD risk factors, and lifestyle factors. The cohort has been followed every 2 years with mailed questionnaires that update exposure information and inquire about newly diagnosed medical illnesses. Deaths are reported by next-of-kin or postal authorities or identified through the National Death Index. Family members are asked for permission to obtain further information from medical records and are interviewed about the circumstances surrounding the death if not adequately documented in the medical record. Subjects or family members provided written informed consent, and the study was approved by the institutional review board of Partners HealthCare System, Boston, Massachusetts. For this analysis, we excluded participants with a prior history of CHD, stroke, or cancer at baseline. Depression measure. Self-reported symptoms of depression and use of antidepressant medication were used as measures of depression. Depressive symptoms were assessed in 1992, 1996, and 2000 with the Mental Health Index (MHI-5), a 5-item subscale of the Short-Form 36 health status survey (13, 14) designed to capture psychological distress versus well-being (15, 16) . The MHI-5 asks respondents how much of the time over the past month (all, most, good bit, some, little, or none) they felt nervous, felt so down that nothing could cheer them up, felt calm and peaceful, felt down and blue, or felt happy. The scale is scored from 0 to 100, with lower scores indicating more depressive symptoms. The MHI-5 has been shown to have high sensitivity and specificity for major depression, with an area under the receiver-operating characteristic curve of 0.88 to 0.91 for the detection of mood disorders or major depression. In accordance with a prior study using this scale (17) , we divided the participants into 4 categories of depressive symptoms according to their MHI-5 score (77 to 100, 76 to 85, 53 to 75, 0 to 52).
For our clinical depression analyses, we created a proxy measure for clinical depression consisting of a low MHI-5 score or reported regular antidepressant medication use. Participants were first asked to report regular antidepressant medication use in 1996, the baseline year for these analyses. This information was updated in 2000, when participants were asked to specifically report their regular use during the past 2 years of fluoxetine, sertraline, paroxetine, citalopram, or other antidepressants, of which the tricyclic antidepressants amitriptyline, imipramine, and nortriptyline were provided as examples. Because an MHI-5 score of 52 or lower has been found to be predictive of major depression (18) , this cutoff was used to define the group with "clinically significant depressive symptoms" and was combined with antidepressant use for the clinical depression analyses. Our proxy variable was found to highly correlate with a report of being previously diagnosed with clinical depression on the 2000 questionnaire (correlation coefficient 0.49, p Ͻ 0.001). End point definition. The study end points included incident cases of SCD, fatal CHD, and nonfatal MI that occurred after return of the 1992 questionnaire and before June 1, 2004. The specific details regarding the classification of SCD in this cohort are described in detail elsewhere (19) . Briefly, a cardiac death was considered sudden if the death or cardiac arrest that precipitated death occurred within 1 h of symptom onset as documented by medical records or next-of-kin reports. Unwitnessed deaths that could have occurred within 1 h of symptom onset with autopsy findings consistent with SCD were considered probable SCDs and were also included in the analysis. Secondary analyses were performed with SCD or death during sleep in the absence of prior known symptoms.
Fatal CHD was defined as International Classification of Diseases-9 codes 410 to 412 if confirmed by hospital records or autopsy or if CHD was the most likely cause and was listed as the cause of death on the death certificate, along with evidence of prior CHD. We designated as probable CHD those cases in which CHD was the underlying cause on the death certificate but for which no medical records concerning the death were available and included these cases in the analysis.
All women who reported having a nonfatal MI were asked for permission to review their medical records. The MIs were confirmed according to World Health Organization criteria by physicians blinded to exposure status. The MIs that required hospital admission and for which confirmatory information was obtained by interview or letter but for which no medical records were available were designated as probable and included in the analysis. Statistical analyses. We computed age-adjusted means or proportions of cardiovascular risk factors across categories of MHI-5 score reported in 1992. Baseline measurements of cardiac risk factors were compared across MHI-5 category with Mantel-Haenszel chi-square tests for categorical variables and linear regression for continuous variables. For the depressive symptom analysis, women who responded to the MHI-5 items on any of the 1992, 1996, or 2000 questionnaires were included in the analysis from the time of their earliest questionnaire response. Participants with a prior history of CHD, stroke, or cancer in the baseline year were excluded from both analyses. For each woman we calculated person-months of follow-up from the date of return of the earliest questionnaire to date of first end point, death, or to June 1, 2004, whichever came first. We used Cox proportional hazards models to estimate ageand multivariable-adjusted hazard ratios (HRs). The MHI-5 score was treated as a time-dependent variable using the most recent exposure to predict outcome, and the last observation was carried forward for those with missing values at a particular time point. Tests for linear trend were performed by including MHI-5 score as a continuous variable in separate proportional hazards models.
Two multivariable models were performed; the first model (multivariable model I) simultaneously adjusted for updated coronary risk factors except for reported nonfatal CHD during follow-up, hypertension, and diabetes, 3 possible biologic intermediates in the relationship between depression and heart disease outcome. The first model included variables for age, beginning year of follow-up, smoking status (never, past, current 1 to 14, 15 to 24, Ն25 cigarettes/day), body mass index (Ͻ25, 25 to 29.9, Ն30 kg/m 2 ), alcohol intake (0, Ͻ5, 5 to 14, Ն15 g/day), menopausal status and postmenopausal hormone use, usual aspirin use (Ͻ1, 1 to 6, and 7ϩ/week), multivitamin use, vitamin E supplement use, hypercholesterolemia, family history of MI (no, before age 60 years, after age 60 years), history of stroke, n-3 fatty acid intake (quintiles), alpha linolenic acid intake (quintiles), and moderate/vigorous physical activity (0, 1 to 1.9, 2 to 3.9, Ն4 h/week). The second multivariable model (multivariable model II) included the variables in model I, with the addition of nonfatal CHD during follow-up, hypertension, and diabetes.
For the clinical depression analysis, unadjusted Kaplan-Meier curves of time to cardiac event were estimated with 1996 baseline measurements of our proxy variable for clinical depression. Cox proportional hazards analyses included women who responded to the MHI-5 items and antidepressant medication questions on the 1996 or 2000 questionnaire, from the time of their earliest questionnaire response. Depression exposure was treated as a timedependent variable, and multivariable models I and II included the same updated time-dependent covariates as described in the preceding text. All reported p values are 2-sided. Statistical analysis was performed with SAS statistical software version 8.2 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, North Carolina). Sensitivity analyses. To evaluate the possibility of reverse causality associated with the development of nonfatal CHD, we performed analyses excluding individuals who reported being diagnosed with another nonfatal CHD (angina, coronary artery bypass graft [CABG], or MI) end point before the study outcome in question. We also evaluated for an interaction between MHI-5 score and prior diagnosis of CHD in the entire population, through the inclusion of cross-product terms in our proportional hazards models. In addition, we performed sensitivity analyses of our results for nonfatal MI by excluding cases not confirmed by medical record review.
Results
Depressive symptoms. In 1992, 63,469 women of 102,482 (61.9%) total participants without prior CHD, stroke, or cancer responded to the items of the MHI-5. The median MHI-5 score was 80 (IQR 68 to 88), and 4,994 women (7.9% of the total) had an MHI-5 score Ͻ53, which has been shown to be predictive of clinical depression ( Fig. 1 ) (18) . Compared with women with an MHI-5 score 86 to 100, women with worse symptoms of depression-as represented by lower MHI-5 score-were younger and more likely to report a history of hypertension, diabetes, and high cholesterol (Table 1) . Women with more depressive symptoms were also more likely to be smokers, obese, and less physically active. The n-3 fatty acid intake was lower among participants with worse symptoms of depression, and regular aspirin and multivitamin use was higher. Table 2 displays the association between depressive symptoms, as measured by the MHI-5 score, and risk of SCD, fatal CHD, and nonfatal MI. Hazard ratios are shown for each MHI-5 category, compared with the reference category (MHI-5 score 86 to 100). In ageadjusted proportional hazards analyses, a lower MHI-5 score (i.e., more severe depressive symptoms) was associated with an increased risk of all 3 CHD outcomes. However, these associations were attenuated in multivariable analyses that included CHD risk factors, except for possible biological mediators (multivariable model I), and relationships for SCD and nonfatal MI became nonsignificant in the fully adjusted model (multivariable model II). The relationship between MHI-5 score and CHD mortality was attenuated but remained statistically sig- nificant (HR: 1.49 for MHI-5 score Ͻ53; 95% CI: 1.11 to 2.00; p trend ϭ 0.007) in the fully adjusted multivariable model. When deaths that occurred during sleep without prior symptoms were included in the SCD end point (number of end points increased from 138 to 176), the association between symptoms of depression and SCD also remained significant but attenuated in the full multivariable model (HR: 1.51 for MHI-5 score Ͻ53; 95% CI: 0.89 to 2.56; p trend ϭ 0.01).
To evaluate the sensitivity of these results to possible reverse causality associated with the development of nonfatal CHD, we performed analyses excluding all women who reported being diagnosed with another nonfatal CHD event (angina, CABG, or MI) before each study outcome. The HR for each MHI-5 score category (data not shown) as well as the overall association between depression score and SCD (p for trend ϭ 0.079), fatal CHD (p for trend ϭ 0.008), and nonfatal MI (p for trend ϭ 0.28) were not materially different from our primary analyses. There was also no evidence for an interaction between MHI-5 score and CHD during follow-up for any of the CHD outcomes. In addition, for analyses of nonfatal MI, exclusion of cases not confirmed by medical record review (24.6% of cases) did not materially change the results compared with our primary analyses. Clinical depression and antidepressant use. In 1996, 4,280 women (6.0% of the cohort in that year) had an MHI-5 score Ͻ53, and in 2000, 3,399 women (4.8%) had an MHI-5 score Ͻ53. In 1996, 4,769 women (6.7%) and in 2000, 6,869 women (9.7%) reported use of medications that are commonly used as antidepressants. In 2000, among those reporting antidepressant use, 61% reported using an SSRI (sertraline, fluoxetine, paroxetine, or citalopram), and 39% reported "other antidepressant use." An MHI-5 score Ͻ53 and antidepressant use both significantly correlated with a report of a diagnosis of clinical depression on the 2000 questionnaire (correlation coefficient 0.21 and 0.54, respectively).
Using this information on antidepressant use, we evaluated the association between a proxy variable for clinical depression, which consisted of either MHI-5 score Ͻ53 or use of antidepressant medication, and cardiac events. Unadjusted Kaplan-Meier curves with 1996 baseline data for our proxy measure are shown in Figure 2 , and multivariable CHD Risk Factors ‫ء‬ Among 63,469 Women Without Prior CHD, Stroke, or Cancer According to Depression Symptom Category in 1992 proportional hazards analyses using time-varying measurements are shown in Table 3 . The proxy variable for clinical depression was associated with increased risk of all 3 CHD outcomes in age-adjusted and multivariable models excluding biological intermediates, similar to the results for MHI-5 score. However, the elevation in risk was greatest for SCD, where a 2.33-fold association (95% CI: 1.47 to 3.70, p Ͻ 0.001) persisted in the full multivariable model (multivariable model II). In comparison, the associations for fatal CHD (HR: 1.37, 95% CI: 1.04 to 1.81; p ϭ 0.03) and nonfatal MI (HR: 1.20, 95% CI: 0.99 to 1.46; p ϭ 0.06) were markedly attenuated and only marginally significant after full multivariable adjustment. Similar to the results for depressive symptoms, these results for the proxy measure of clinical depression were not materially altered when women who developed an intervening nonfatal CHD event (angina, CABG, or MI) were excluded from the analysis (for SCD, HR: 2.20, 95% CI: 1.35 to 3.57, p ϭ 0.002; for fatal CHD, HR: 1.31, 95% CI: 0.96 to 1.78, p ϭ 0.09; for nonfatal MI, HR: 1.25, 95% CI: 1.03 to 1.53, p ϭ 0.027).
To further evaluate the elevated risk of SCD associated with the composite clinical depression measure, we assessed the individual components (MHI-5 score Ͻ53 and antidepressant use) simultaneously in proportional hazard models (Table 4 ). In these models, antidepressant medication use was associated with a markedly elevated risk of SCD in the fully adjusted models (HR: 3.34, 95% CI: 2.03 to 5.50), whereas MHI-5 score Ͻ53 no longer conferred an elevated risk (HR: 1.04, 95% CI: 0.51 to 2.12). By contrast, there was no relationship between antidepressant use and fatal CHD (HR: 1.07, 95% CI: 0.75 to 1.53) or nonfatal MI (HR: 1.21, 95% CI: 0.96 to 1.53) in these models. Unadjusted Kaplan-Meier curves of time to SCD stratified by antidepressant use and MHI-5 score Ͻ53 at baseline in 1996 are shown in Figure 3 . In a secondary analysis of data from 2000 to 2004 with separate variables for SSRI use and "other antidepressant use" (31 total SCDs), we found similar HRs for the 2 categories of medications in ageadjusted analyses (for SSRI use, HR: 5.07, 95% CI: 1.73 to 14.8; for other antidepressant use, HR: 3.19, 95% CI: 0.92 to 11.00).
Discussion
In this prospective study among women without known cardiovascular disease at baseline, symptoms of depression were directly associated with the risk of CHD events in age-adjusted and multivariable models excluding potential biologic intermediates. Symptoms were most strongly related to fatal CHD events, where the association remained significant even after controlling for all CHD risk factors. However, depressive symptoms were also associated with multiple risk factors for CHD, and the relationships between depressive symptoms and all 3 end points, including fatal CHD, were attenuated in multivariable analyses that adjusted for updated CHD risk factor status. These CHD risk factors might act as biologic intermediates in the relationship between depressive symptoms and cardiac events, given their strong association with depression in this and prior studies (20) . When we examined a proxy variable for clinical depression that consisted of either MHI-5 score Ͻ53 or use of antidepressant medication, a strong association with risk of SCD emerged that was not attenuated in Long-Term Relative Risks (95% CI) of Mortality/MI Among 81,875 Women Without Prior CHD, Stroke, or Cancer at Baseline Followed From 1992 to 2004 multivariable models. When examined separately, this increased risk seemed to result primarily from a specific elevation in the risk of SCD among women who reported antidepressant use. Neither depression score nor antidepressant use was significantly associated with nonfatal events in multivariable models. Prior studies have examined the association between depression and incident cardiac events, with varying results. Two meta-analyses of observational studies both estimated that depression conferred a 1.6-fold increased risk of CHD (21, 22) and clinically relevant depression seemed to be a stronger predictor than depressive symptoms (22)-similar to the relationship observed here for SCD. With respect to prior large-scale data among women, investigators from the Women's Health Initiative also found that depressive symptoms were associated with a significantly higher risk of fatal cardiovascular events (adjusted risk ratio: 1.5, 95% CI: 1.10 to 2.03) among 73,098 women without a history of cardiovascular disease over 4 years of follow-up (23) . As observed in our study, relationships seemed stronger for fatal versus nonfatal events; however, separate risks were not reported for antidepressant use, and SCD was not specifically examined.
Part of the association with fatal events observed in this and previous studies could be explained if part of the elevated mortality risk associated with depression were due to an increased risk of fatal ventricular arrhythmias. The strong association between our proxy measure of clinical depression and SCD supports this possibility. A large case control study also found a significant association between a diagnosis of clinical depression and out-of-hospital cardiac arrest independent of established CHD risk factors (2) . Depressive symptoms have also been specifically associated with ventricular arrhythmias among individuals with implantable defibrillators (3) . Possible mechanisms for the elevated risk of ventricular arrhythmias and SCD associated with depression include greater sympathetic nervous system activation (9) , higher resting heart rates, increases in QT dispersion (24) , and reduced heart rate variability (8) among individuals with depression. Another possibility is that treatments for depression might elevate the risk of ventricular arrhythmias. When examined separately, we found an elevated risk of SCD associated with antidepressant use and not with more severe depressive symptoms according to MHI-5 score Ͻ53. It is also noteworthy that, as opposed to the HR corresponding to MHI-5 score, the HR for SCD corresponding to antidepressant use was minimally attenuated despite adjustment for multiple coronary risk factors (HR in fully adjusted model: 3.34, 95% CI: 2.03 to 5.50). In addition to our own study, prior observational studies have noted a higher mortality risk associated with antidepressant use in patients with heart failure (25) and in patients undergoing CABG surgery (26) . Fluoxetine, which has been shown to cause direct and indirect reductions in the human ether-a-go-go-related gene potassium current in a human embryonic kidney cell model (27) , has been reported to result in QT prolongation and torsades de pointes (28, 29) . Tricyclic antidepressants are also known to cause QT prolongation and ventricular arrhythmias in overdose and, in doses Ͼ100 mg, have been associated with SCD risk in a retrospective cohort study (30) . In this same study, standard doses of SSRIs and tricyclic antidepressants were not associated with increased risk; however, the study was unable to control for other confounding factors.
Although proarrhythmic effects from antidepressant medications might have resulted in a higher risk of SCD in our study, it must be emphasized that observational studies cannot prove causality, and confounding by indication can never be completely ruled out. Because antidepressant use more significantly correlated with a diagnosis of clinical depression than the MHI-5 score, it is entirely possible that antidepressant use identified participants with more severe depression that was not fully captured by the MHI-5 questionnaire. In addition, these risks need to be put in perspective and balanced against known benefits of these medications on depression. Sudden cardiac death among healthy women is an uncommon event, and although elevated, the absolute risk among women who reported antidepressant use in this study was still very low (46 SCDs/100,000 person-years).
Although the individual risk is low, the possible public health implications of an arrhythmic risk from these commonly prescribed medications at a societal level remain large. This potential risk coupled with recent data suggesting that the clinical benefit of newer antidepressant agents might be less than previously thought (31) highlights the need for large-scale randomized trials of antidepressant medications that are adequately designed and powered to detect important adverse cardiovascular outcomes such as proarrhythmia as well as efficacy. Although the SADHART (Sertraline Antidepressant Heart Attack Randomized Trial) trial was specifically designed to examine cardiovascular safety in patients with acute MI or unstable angina, the primary study end points were intermediate end points such as left ventricular ejection fraction and significant corrected QT interval prolongation (32) . With only 369 patients enrolled, the trial had minimal power to examine hard end points such as SCD or fatal CHD. The largest randomized trial thus far, the ENRICHD trial, enrolled 2,481 post-MI patients and did not find an increase or decrease in the risk of death or recurrent MI associated with cognitive behavioral therapy supplemented with SSRI but raised the possibility of an interaction by sex, with higher risks of cardiovascular events among women treated with the intervention (12) . Strengths of our study include the relatively large sample size, the long follow-up period, rigorously documented CHD end points, and the updated measures of depression and cardiac risk factors over the course of follow-up. There are also additional limitations of the present study that warrant consideration. First, reverse causality might account for at least part of the association observed between depression and cardiovascular disease in this and other observational studies. Individuals who are diagnosed with CHD or with conditions that predispose them to coronary disease such as diabetes or hypertension might develop depression and therefore would also be at higher risk for fatal cardiac events. Our study excluded women with known CHD at baseline, and sensitivity analyses that excluded participants who reported CHD in follow-up did not significantly change our results, arguing that reverse causality by symptomatic CHD is less likely to be a significant source of bias. Although we attempted to adjust for as many potential confounding factors as possible in our multivariable analyses, there might still be residual confounding from CHD risk factors and prevalent CHD. Also, for the nonfatal MI analysis: women who are depressed might be more likely to self-report MI, and this could inflate the detection of MI, particularly with respect to the probable cases not confirmed by medical records. However, analyses excluding these probable cases revealed similar results.
Second, we did not have a measure of adherence to medications in our data. Because depression has previously been associated with reduced adherence to medications (33) , adherence might be a confounder in our results. Also, we did not collect information on antidepressant dose, and therefore, it is not possible to analyze our data for a dose-response relationship between antidepressants and SCD. In addition, our analysis does not include other comorbid psychologic factors, such as anxiety, which might be collinear with depression and which has been correlated with arrhythmia (34) . Another limitation is the relatively small number of SCD events in our analyses (138 SCDs for analyses starting in 1992, 99 SCDs for analyses starting in 1996), compared with the fatal CHD and nonfatal MI end points. Finally, the Nurses' Health Study represents a relatively healthy group of mostly Caucasian females, and findings from this analysis might not be generalizable to other populations. However, the estimated 7.9% prevalence of depression as measured by an MHI-5 score Ͻ53 is comparable to the prevalence of major depression (4.8%) estimated among white women ages 45 to 54 years with a structured interview in the National Comorbidity Survey (35) .
Conclusions
In this prospective cohort of women without baseline cardiovascular disease, we found that symptoms of depression are associated with higher risks of cardiac events, and at least part of this association seems to be explained by differences in coronary risk factors, which might act as causal intermediates in the risk conferred by depression. When we used a proxy for clinical depression, which included antidepressant medication use, we observed a stronger association for SCD, suggesting a possible proarrhythmic mechanism. Although antidepressant medication use might be a marker of worse depression, its specific association with elevated risk of SCD merits further study.
